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Remote
Detection

Intrinsically
Safe

Simple User
Interface

Features include:
Rechargeable and
replaceable battery
Dual battery
charger
Ergonomic housing
Lightweight
Graphical user
interface
Color camera
Color display
This hand-held instrument is lightweight and field
rugged with the ability to operate under a variety of
field conditions including a wide temperature range,
light rain and fog. Remote detection makes it
possible to detect leaks without having to travel the
entire length of the pipe line, thus creating safer
surveys in areas that may be difficult to reach such
as busy roadways, yards with dogs, fenced off
areas, compressor stations and other hard to
access places.
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The RMLD-FR™ allows first
personnel to quickly scan
common venting points within a
structure from a safe distance to
determine if there’s natural gas
(methane) present. This
instrument is based upon our
highly successful RMLD legacy
and RMLD-CS designs with
many of the same features and
functionality as the RMLD-CS but with a simplified user interface specific to
fire departments.
All too frequently fire personnel/first responders are called to minor and major
natural gas emergencies, using equipment that puts them too close to
potentially dangerous structures. The RMLD-FR’s remote detection allows the
operator to shine the beam through most windows, giving them an audible
and visual signal as to the presence of methane. This quick scan permits fire
personnel/first responders to make quick decisions and establish control of
the gas and ignition sources if a detection is present.
The instrument includes features demanded by a growing technology market
including GPS, Bluetooth BLE, WiFi, self-test, color camera, graphical user
interface and more.
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